
Stealth Series





“I believe that music shouldn’t simply be heard, but experienced.”

Kim Donvig, CEO Artcoustic Loudspeakers

A leading world authority on sound engineering, Kim Donvig has had a mission to design and create a loudspeaker
system that would get as close as technically possible to the live experience. He wanted to create a speaker that
was essentially a violin, a guitar, a harp or a symphony orchestra. A speaker that could reproduce the sound of any
musical instrument as if it were the instrument itself. The Artcoustic Stealth Series is the result of 25 years of audio
design experience, extensive testing, stunning contemporary danish design….and a lot of passion.

“We proudly present…. Artcoustic Stealth Envi and Stealth Donvig Signature.”



When only the best is good enough



To create incredible loudspeakers you need incredible 
components, and Artcoustic carefully selects some of 
the finest around. We use only the highest quality drivers 
hand picked from Danish suppliers for the ultimate in 
sound reproduction. In order to achieve the highest 
quality possible, high grade copper coils and bypass 
capacitors are employed in all our models, and non-
inductive resistors are used throughout. No detail has 
been overlooked to deliver the finest loudspeakers 
possible with no compromise in performance. However, 
speakers of this quality are not just about high quality 
component parts. What sets Artcoustic loudspeakers 
apart is the marriage of engineering and artistry.  
Artcoustic has ensured that the original designs are 
delivered with care, attention, passion and pride. Each 
unit is painstakingly constructed by hand. No 
manufacturing line, no robots, just a team of dedicated 
craftsmen. Every loudspeaker is inspected visually and 
technically to ensure all products leaving the factory 
are deserving of the Artcoustic name. The result is a 
loudspeaker that is amongst the finest available, and 
one we are very proud of.



Stealth Envi - The entry level model in the prestigious Artcoustic Stealth Series, the Stealth Envi 
is one of the most musical and transparent loudspeakers available.  The presentation is open, dynamic, 
with an exceptional transient response and an incredibly flat frequency response. Hear the music, 
not the loudspeaker.	

- Operating Range 30 Hz (-3dB) to 40 kHz
- Sensitivity 88 dB
- Max. SPL 104dB
- Weight 25 kg
- Dimensions H:1145 W: 200 D: 400 mm
- Cabinet Colour: Front and back - Jet Black. Side panels available in colours from RAL, NCS and Tikkurila
- Screens: Black

Stealth Envi

An almost endless choice of colours are available for the Stealth Envi side panels





Stealth Donvig Signature



Stealth Donvig Signature

Designed from the ground up with no consideration to cost or 
practicality, the Stealth Donvig Signature started as an engineering 
exercise for a no compromise design, and to see what was possible 
with state of the art materials, components and manufacturing 
techniques. The result is breathtaking and Artcoustic's lead designer, 
Kim Donvig's finest achievement. 

The architecture of each cabinet for the Donvig Signature has been 
engineered to precisely control vibration and air-flow. Internal 
bracing is carefully balanced and distributed within the chambers 
of the cabinet to produce a loudspeaker that is acoustically invisible.

The Stealth Donvig Signature employs line array technology to 
produce efficiency far higher than conventional HiFi loudspeaker 
designs, resulting in exceptional dynamics and transient response, 
and peak output at 118db. This is as close to live music as you can 
get. 

Precision craftsmanship, delivering precision sound.

Mr. Kim Donvig
CEO. Artcoustic Loudspeakers



Stealth Donvig Signature - The smallest model in the prestigious Stealth Donvig Signature Series.
This speaker puts you straight in touch with the very instrument that created the original sound. 
A speaker so fine that listening to it, you would not even know it was there.	

- Operating Range 25 Hz (-3dB) to 40 kHz
- Sensitivity 98 dB
- Max. SPL 118 dB
- Dimensions Weight 35 kg
- Dimensions H: 600 W: 232 D: 522 mm
- Cabinet Colour: Front and back - Jet Black. Side panels available in colours from RAL, NCS and Tikkurila
- Screens: Black

Stealth Donvig Signature

Stealth Donvig Signature with optional Stealth Stands





Stealth Donvig Signature ST-1 - The medium size model in the prestigious Stealth Donvig Signature Series.
The Stealth Donvig Signature ST-1 is a stunning balance of performance and practical size, expertly blending 
contemporary Scandinavian design with state-of-the-art acoustic engineering to produce an amazing loudspeaker.	

- Operating Range 25 Hz (-3dB) to 40 kHz
- Sensitivity 98 dB
- Max. SPL 118 dB
- Weight 60 kg
- Dimensions H: 1229 W: 232 D: 522 mm
- Cabinet Colour: Front and back - Jet Black. Side panels available in colours from RAL, NCS and Tikkurila
- Screens: Black

Stealth Donvig Signature ST-1





Stealth Donvig Signature ST-2- The flagship model in the prestigious Stealth Donvig Signature Series.
One of the finest loudspeakers ever designed and engineered, regardless of price. This is Kim Donvig's masterpiece.	

- Operating Range 25 Hz (-3dB) to 40 kHz
- Sensitivity 98 dB
- Max. SPL 118 dB
- Weight 90 kg
- Dimensions H: 1835 W: 232 D: 522 mm
- Cabinet Colour: Front and back - Jet Black. Side panels available in colours from RAL, NCS and Tikkurila
- Screens: Black

Stealth Donvig Signature ST-2





Artcoustic UK and Eire:

UK SHOWROOM (by appointment only)
Tel: +44 (0)1245 400904
salesuk@artcoustic.com
www.artcoustic.com

Artcoustic Denmark:

DK SHOWROOM (by appointment only)
Tel: +45 32836060 
artcoustic@artcoustic.com
www.artcoustic.com


